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In particular, order will always mean linear order. Some answers are given to the question: When can the group §1 of -automorphisms of an abelian o-group G be ordered? We prove that SI can be ordered provided that the rank of G is well ordered and the 0-automorphism group of each component of G is isomorphic to a subgroup of the positive rationals. Thus every torsion free abelian group G admits an ordering for which the corresponding 31 can be ordered. Our results provide examples of nonabelian o-groups, and they can be used to obtain information about the underlying group G. 1 . Representation of an automorphism group by a group of matrices. Whenever possible we shall represent automorphisms by matrices. This is a straightforward generalization of the classical case (for example, see Kurosh [3, p. 156] ), and no proofs will be given. Let T be an ordered set, and for each y(E.T, let Dy be an abelian group. We use the same symbol 0 to denote the identity element of each of the Dy. Let Ey be the ring of endomorphisms of Dy, and let H(Da, Dp), where a, jSGT and a?*(3, be the group of homomorphisms of Da into Dp. Finally let G be the restricted direct sum of the Dy, and let A be the set of all square matrices [7ras], where a, /3£r, iTaaG-Ea, and TTapEiH(Da, D9) for a^/3, that satisfy: (*) For a fixed and each d^Da, dira8^0 for at most a finite number of the /3. If ( • ■ • , da, ■ ■ ■ )GG and [tt^JGA, then
It is easy to verify that this mapping is an endomorphism of G. Corollary. // each Dy is a subgroup of the reals and F is well ordered, then 31 is isomorphic to U and U=T.
2. The group 93. For the rest of this paper G will denote an abelian o-group, and T will denote the set of all pairs of convex subgroups Gy, Gy of G such that Gy covers Gy. Proof. For each g*(£G* there exists a positive integer n such that ng*€zG. Let g*w* be the solution of nx= (ng*)ir. The verification that 7r*G3I* and that the mapping tt->tt* is an isomorphism is not difficult.
For the remainder of this section we shall assume that G is d-closed.
Let 93= {ttGSL (Gy+g)ir = Gy+g for all y£T and all gGG^}. That is, 93 consists of all those o-automorphisms of G that induce the identity automorpism on each of the components Gy/Gy of G. 93 is a normal subgroup of 31. For let aG3t, /3G93 and aE:Gy. Gya and Gya are convex subgroups and Gya covers Gya. Therefore (GY+a)a/3a_1 = (Gya-\-aa)t3a~~l = (Gya-\-aa)a~~1 = Gy+a. Since G is d-closed, Gy and where On£S8Y and a2iEH(Dy, Gy). Here and for the rest of this note 1 will denote an identity automorphism and 6 a zero homomorphism. It will be clear what group 1 refers to (Dy in this case), and what group 6 refers to (H(Gy, Dy) in this case). In order to show that an ordering of 95y can be extended to an ordering of 93T we need the following lemma.
Lemma 4. If A is an abelian o-group, then H(G, A) can be ordered so that if hEH is positive and a is an o-automorphism of A, then ha is positive.
Proof. Since G is torsion free and oJ-closed, it is a vector space over the rationals 9?. Choose and well order a basis gi, g2, ■ • • for G.
Define hEH positive if hy^B and gJi>Q in A, where gi is the first basis element for which gJi^Q.
Corollary.
587 is isomorphic to a subgroup of 33T and any ordering of S8y can be extended to an ordering of $8y. If T is well ordered, then by the corollary to Lemma 2, 21/23 is isomorphic to the group of all diagonal matrices in T(T, Dy). The oautomorphism group of the subgroup Dy of the reals is isomorphic to a subgroup of the positive reals, hence it has a natural order. Therefore 21/93 can be ordered. Thus an ordering of SB can be extended to an ordering of 21 so that SB is a convex subgroup if and only if a~xfia is positive for a£2I and |8£S8 whenever /3 is positive in SB (Levi [4] ). In §4 we show that SB can be so ordered, provided that the components of G admit only rational o-automorphisms. In §3 we order 21 by the method we used to order SB.
3. The group 21. Throughout this section assume that G is a d-closed abelian o-group with well ordered rank. Let 2l7(2I'>') be the group of all o-automorphisms of Gy(Gy). Gy = Gy®Dy. Thus 2lT is isomorphic to the multiplicative group W of all matrices of the form M -P" * 1
where an£2I7, anEH(Dy, Gy) and a22 is an o-automorphism of Dy.
In particular, 3l7 is isomorphic to a subgroup of SK Suppose that 2lT and H are ordered and define The proof is entirely similar to the proof of Theorem 1.
Corollary.
Any torsion free abelian group can be ordered in such a way that the resulting group of o-automorphisms can also be ordered. Remark. Note that 21* is isomorphic to the group K of all row finite triangular matrices [7r"s], where a, j8£r the rank of A*, iraa is a positive rational, xas is a rational, and iras = 0 for a</3. Then K can be ordered. In fact, the following definition orders K.
[ira&] is positive if (a) there exists an cn£r such that 7raa>l and x^=l for all /3<a, or (b) 7r"" = l for all a£T and there exist a, j3£T such that ir"s>0, all elements above irag in the diagonal containing iras and parallel to the main diagonal are zero, and all elements in the diagonals parallel to but distinct from the main diagonal and above the diagonal containing 7ra(3 are zero. 4 . A generalization of Theorem 2. Our proof of Theorem 2 does not permit the dropping of the hypothesis that G is ^-closed. For example, if one of the components of G is isomorphic to 3©321/2, where 3 is the group of integers, then the corresponding components of the d-closure of G is isomorphic to 9t ©9?21/2. The o-automorphism group of 9f ©9l2l/2 is isomorphic to the group of all positive elements of ^©aw2. Finally suppose that a, j8£2f and that /3 is positive. Let gEGy\G7.
